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Physics 161-001 Spring 2014 Exam 2 

Name: Box# 

Multiple Choice (6 points each): 

1) In a static situation, the electric field associated with a conductor is 


A) zero inside and parallel to the surface outside. 

B) constant (non-zero) inside and perpendicular to the surface outside. 

C) zero inside and perpendicular to the surface outside. 

D) constant (non-zero) inside and parallel to the surface outside. 

E) none of the above. 


2) A point charge is placed at the center of a spherical Gaussian surface. The net electric 

flux through the surface is changed if 


A) the sphere is replaced by a larger sphere with the point charge still centered 

B) the point charge is moved off center (but still inside the original sphere) 

C) a second point charge is moved to just outside the sphere (the original charge is still 

centered) 

D) a dipole is placed near the first charge completely inside the surface. 

E) more than one of these h f-? J i _ 'l-e" 

F) none of these :t · tJ\ f' - ~ ~ 


l' rl ... K Only i-ob.. , 
~e+ e(e<;.+rIL l' V'{ Ch.... r'ie t'l'tc~5~ 

3) The electric field at a distance of 25cm from an isolated point charge of 5 x 10-7 Cis: J 

A) 2.7 X 103 N/C 
B) 1.8 x 103 N/C 
C) 1.2 x 105 N/C 
D) 3.6 x 104 N/C 
E) 7.2 x 104 N/C 
F) 1.8 x 104 N/C 
G) 4.5 x 103 N/C 
H) 3.6 x 103 N/C 
I) 4.5 x 105 N/C 
J) none of the above 



4) A solid cylindrical conductor of radius O.5m with -5C of charge on its outer surface has a 
potential V = 4V on its surface. What is the potential at the center of the cylinder? 

A)OV 
B) O.tV 
C) tv ) .I\ <"L E ==O f\' n"'J~lblJ 
D)2V 
E)3V 
F) 4V 

V \5 ( (jY\ "' ~'l-t 
G)5V 
H) 10V 
I) goes to infinity 
J) cannot determine without more information 

5) If the potential in a region is given by V(x,y,z) = 4x2z-3xy2 (with appropriate 
units), then the x-component of the electric field at the point (x=2m, y=lm, z=Om) is: 

A) -12 Vim 
B) -8 Vim 
C) -3 Vim 
D) -1 Vim 
E) 0 Vim 
F) 1 Vim 
G)2 Vim 
H) 3 Vim 
I) 8 Vim 
J) 12 Vim 

6) A 4.0 Coulomb charge is 1m from a -3.0 Coulomb charge. The electrostatic force 
on the positive charge is: 

A) 1.1 X 107 N toward the negative charge 
B) 1.1 x 107 N away from the negative charge 
C) 1.1 x 108 N toward the negative charge 
D) 1.1 x 108 N away from the negative charge 
E) 1.1 x 109 N toward the negative charge 
F) 1.1 x 109 N away from the negative charge 
G) 1.1 x 1010 N toward the negative charge 
H) 1.1 x 1010 N away from the negative charge 
I) 1.1 x lOll N toward the negative charge 
J) 1.1 x lOll N away from the negative charge 

fA Ct· jJ , £
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7) A 2~C charge is placed 2m from the origin on the x-axis, and a -2~C charge is 
placed 2m from the origin on the y-axis. The potential at the origin is: 

A)OV 
B) 1.3 X 104 V -{--C) 4.5 X 103 V V ~ Vzwet
D) (9.0 X 103 V)i - (9.0 x 103 V)j 
E) (4.5 X 103 V)i - (4.5 x 103 V)j k 1--, ~ ~2-

---" -tF) -1.3 X 104 V J, d.2...G) -4.5 X 103 V 
H) -(9.0 X 103 V)i + (9.0 x 103 V)j 
I) -(4.5 X 103 V)i + (4.5 x 103 V)j bvt ~, - J2
J) 1.8 X 104 V 

Ctvtl ~l ~ - Cf-2- ~) V"Li : [> V 

8) A 2,..,F capacitor, C l is charged to a potential difference Vo = 6V. It is then 
disconnected from the source of the potential and connected in parallel to an 
uncharged 8,..,F capacitor C2• Charge flows to C2 until the potential difference across 
both capacitors is the same. What is this common potential difference? 

A)OV 
B) 0.6V 
C) 1.2V 
D)1.8V 
E) 2.4V Q :: C \ - ~f F . h V - 11f L 
F) 3.0V 
G) 4.0V 11;<) C~'5~ ~S -lk,< 5/",r.J ~/ -I1,eH) 5.0V 
I) 6.0V ~ 

J) need more information +w () Lkf4..( l~r5 ; A fC /Lt.lIe I we'i/t 
~ C,--te ~ lOp F

fIJi\; (~f4.l>k'1( 2 

, ( ~ - 2- I. :2 V 
~I\"I Cuz. 



9) An electron is placed a long way from, but on the axis of ring of charge with total charge 
Q = +InC and radius IOcm. With what kinetic energy does the electron pass through the 
ring? 

Q=lnC 

A)OeV 
r=10cmB) 10eV 

C) 20eV 
D) 30eV 
E) 40eV 
F) SOeV vG) 60eV 
H) 70eV ( 

J) 80eV I S 

J) 90eV 

h KE :; ~fjV -= e 6. V ~ qOc. V 

10) A thin non-conducting rod of length L has charge -q uniformly distributed along 
its length. What is the most appropriate integral to use to find the magnitude of the 
electric field at point P a distance h away on the perpendicular bisector of the rod? 

- ~O V 


Y 

I 
L 

~ 

A) E=~Jh dx 
2

4 Jr£o 0 ~l + x 

B) rE·dA= -q 
o £0 

C) E =~t2 hdy 
r 47rEo -L/2 ~y 2 + h2 

D) E =~JL hdy 
x 4Jr£0 0 i + h2 

E) E = -2q f dy 
x 41C&oL 0 ~y2 +h2 

\ \ --/=- k ~ = I. j\ c\ y - ~~h it ~-..1
\d t:: Col r- (h"1--I ~L) L~ 

J. - - -q
F) rE.dA=

cyl £0 

G) - q f Ll2 
Ex = 4Jffi"L -L/2 (l 

H) E = -2q r 
hdy 
+ hZ) 2 

dy 
r 47rEoL 0 ~y2 +h2 

J) _ -q fL/2 dy
E - - 32 

x 4lTEo -L/2 (L2 +h2) I 

J) E = --=Lr dy 
x 41C&o 0 Jy 2+h2 



Written Problems. SHOW ALL WORK! No credit for answers without work! 

1) (25 points) A very long conducting cylindrical rod of length L and radius rl with 
a total charge +q is surrounded by a conducting cylindrical shell (also of length L, 
inner radius r2, outer radius r3) with a total charge -2q. The length L is much 
larger than the radial dimensions. 

(b) Use Gauss's law to find the electric field in all of the regions between the rod and 
the shell (rt > r > r2). 

~ (.~ft flt..lu..i #le 0...5 

V\&~ t ~ :) 

f 



(c) What is the potential difference between the rod and the shell? 

LlV=irt; r" ~ {G.l-Jr = --L 
r: Qll Lt:o r, ( ;2(Cb L 

o 

(d) What is the capacitance of this object? 

QC:: 
V 

(e) Draw a graph of the potential vs. distance from the axis of the rod, assuming V = 
Oat infmity. Shape and scale are important. 

v 

r 

" 



Perspective view 
2) 	 (15 points) The figure at right shows a small portion of two 

parallel, infinite sheets of positive surface charge densities +0"A 

and +O"B. The sheets are a distance d apart. The surface 
charge density of sheet B is greater than that of sheet A (Le., 
O"B> O"A). 

a) 	 On the side-view diagram at right, draw 
vectors with their tails at each "x" to 
represent the net electric field at points 1, 2, 
and 3. Your drawing should be 
qualitatively correct in both magnitude and 
direction. 

l1H~. E --C)J, .frl"n'l ~Jl 5het~ f=>,I11..} 

{"JJ"-Y Lr..., fj". 51,,,,,+. n,e{. JJ 
a.L<.. yf::- Slli!t:! t- A C,I'I~~ beL....; ~,~ g 

'l ~J PC:d-f,{.(.l \ I Le.-f.I.l.'~ ~1'1t"tV'c.c- J 

J5 (f\Ct rc (3 '> 0 
b) 	 On the side-view diagram at right, draw 

electric field lines to represent the net 
electric field above, between, and below the 
sheets. Your drawing should be 
qualitatively correct in both magnitude and 
direction. Explain. 

An imaginary closed surface with sides h, s, and s is 
shown at right. 

c) Evaluate the quantity ~E.dA over the 

surface in terms of the magnitude of the 

electric field at points 1-3 from part a) (IE 11, 

IE21, and IE31) and/or other relevant 

quantities. (Your expression should not 
contain any charge densities.) Explain and 
show your work. (/ 

hE.if. = ~fJA ' {f ·,l~ f (Ell
J I i£r betic,... (jJ~ 
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